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P7-BGKU report on activities from 1.12.2014 till 1.05.2014
WP1 Analysis of current curricula and competences in Embedded Systems

• Experts Panel is created at BGKU (N.Morze, O.Buinytska)
• Curricular analysis are made
• Students opinion analysis – online questionnaire form is created and processed results
• Labor Market Analysis - online questionnaire form is created and processed results
• Analysis of the existing E-learning resources are made
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WP1 Analysis of current curricula and competences in Embedded Systems
WP3 Implementing a (virtual) learning environment in ESD eng.

- LMS platform is established [http://e-learning.kubg.edu.ua/](http://e-learning.kubg.edu.ua/)
- Software is purchased
WP 4 Retrain academic teachers on ESD engineering and virtual learning platforms

• For retrain we have two employees from IT Lab in Education and two more from Chair of Informatics

• Those departments take part in a project: IT Lab in Education, Chair of Informatics
WP 7 Dissemination and Enterprise Collaboration

Dissemination and Enterprise Collaboration:

• Website project [http://tempus.kubg.edu.ua/](http://tempus.kubg.edu.ua/)
• Wiki page of project [http://wiki.kubg.edu.ua/Tempus](http://wiki.kubg.edu.ua/Tempus)
• DESIRE group – in social network Facebook [https://www.facebook.com/groups/880310795319581/](https://www.facebook.com/groups/880310795319581/)
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- Dissemination and Enterprise Collaboration
WP 7 Dissemination and Enterprise Collaboration

Dissemination meetings in education:
http://tempus.kubg.edu.ua/chronology-of-events/

• Presentation of the project for unit managers of the University (03.02.2014)

• Workshop – “Presentation of DESIRE for educational institutions of the region“ (13.05.2014)
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• Workshop - "Presentation of DESIRE for educational institutions of the region" (13.05.2014)
Thank you for your attention!